
Question Asked 19th Mar, 2020

NADPH oxidase Covid-19 Oxygen treatment?
As I understand Neutrophil ROS generation may be a strong contributing factor for lung injury of
immunopathological lunginLamation during infection with covid-19. What effects would oxygen treatment have
on the ROS generation? Would it cause a strong increase of ROS generation by the overactive neutrophils?
Could one treat with e.g. Apocynin?
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Why is WST-1 assay giving inconsistent result?Why is WST-1 assay giving inconsistent result?

Question 4 answers Asked 2nd Feb, 2021

Olatunde Omotoso

i want to determine the cytotoxicity activities of some drugs with WST-1 assay using 293T cell lines in 96 well
plate. I usually seed 10,000 cell per well and incubate for ~48 hours.

I expected the cell viability to decrease with increase in drug doses, however, I discovered that the readings are not
consistent at all. for instance I can't explain why 10microMol of Hydrogen peroxide will be more toxic than
50microM and same observation with other drugs. I also expect the negative control to have the highest reading
(@450nm) but that has not been the case.

I also discovered this morning that the 293 cells are easily washed out when I apply PBS prior to adding new
medium + wst-1 reagent. Since I am testing the cytotoxicity against time, I have to wash the drugs after stipulated
times (e.g. 1h, 2h, 4h, 6h, and 12h) and introduce new medium + wst-1 reagent.

I don't really know what to do next as I have troubleshoot severally.

Please, any suggestion ?

Thanks

Is there a link between lecithin and dyspnea in people with Covid-19?Is there a link between lecithin and dyspnea in people with Covid-19?

Question Be the brst to answer Asked 7th Jul, 2020

Mohammed Hameed Mahal

Is there a link between lecithin and dyspnea in people with Covid-19?

Is a good idea to coat the plates with collagen when working with 3T3-L1 cells??Is a good idea to coat the plates with collagen when working with 3T3-L1 cells??

Question Be the brst to answer Asked 28th Apr, 2020

Ainhoa Nieto

I'm going to start working with 3T3-L1 cells and I've been reading... many people have problems of attachment of
the cells once differentiated and I was wondering if it would be worth it to coat the plates/wells/slides with
collagen. What do you think? which type of collagen?? Any help and tips will be more than welcome :-)

What are the effects of Fluoride interaction with Furin in relation to SARS-CoV 2What are the effects of Fluoride interaction with Furin in relation to SARS-CoV 2
activation?activation?

Discussion 6 replies Asked 9th Apr, 2020

Geoff Pain
Recently it has been shown that the spike glycoprotein of the new coronavirus SARS-CoV 2 contains a furin-like
cleavage site, possibly a factor in its potency.

Coutard B, Valle C, de Lamballerie X, Canard B, Seidah NG, Decroly E. 2020. The spike glycoprotein of the new
coronavirus 2019-nCoV contains a furin-like cleavage site absent in CoV of the same clade. Antiviral Research.
176176: 104742. doi:10.1016/j.antiviral.2020.104742

Article  The spike glycoprotein of the new coronavirus 2019-nCoV cont...

It is also known that Fluoride interacts with Furin

Hasan MK, Alam S, Mirkovic J, Hossain MF. 2018. Screening of Human Proteins for Fluoride and Aluminum
Binding. Bioinformation 14(2):68-74.

Article  Screening of Human Proteins for Fluoride and Aluminum Binding

Is there evidence that Fluoride enhances the activity of Furin, also known as PACEPACE Paired basic Amino acid
Cleaving Enzyme?

How does Fluoride enhance Angiotensin Converting Enzyme 2 ACE2 and how does thisHow does Fluoride enhance Angiotensin Converting Enzyme 2 ACE2 and how does this
impact the Coronavirus Covid-19 pandemic?impact the Coronavirus Covid-19 pandemic?

Discussion 3 replies Asked 23rd Mar, 2020

Geoff Pain
In 2002 a paper by Vickers et al reported that Fluoride and Chloride, but not Bromide enhanced the activity of the
ACE2 enzyme, a Zinc metalloprotease.

Hydrolysis of Biological Peptides by Human Angiotensin-converting Enzyme-related Carboxypeptidase

https://www.jbc.org/content/277/17/14838.full.html

What mechanism is behind this observation? Does Fluoride bind to the Zinc atom of the enzyme, or perhaps help
to remove a proton from a water molecule bound to Zinc via formation of HF?

Would Chloride have a similar effect? Why does Bromide not behave in the same way?

Help with the irradiation of mouse bbroblast?Help with the irradiation of mouse bbroblast?

Question 2 answers Asked 21st Feb, 2020

Gila Idelman

Does someone have an experience with the irradiation of mouse CF-1 cells?

I followed the protocol, but after thawing the cells wont stick to gelatine covered plate.

I am using them as feeder for iPSC. The viabilty after thawing irardiated cells was 90% or higher. Any ideas?

3T3_L1 Fibroblast cells?3T3_L1 Fibroblast cells?

Question 2 answers Asked 5th Feb, 2020

Bilal Ahmad

Dear Scientists, I have cultured 3T3-L1 cells and checked after 24 hours. They are round in shape and attached to
the Lask. Below I have attached 3 pics and 2 short mobile videos of them under microscopic observation. My
concern is are they OK, as they are fully attached to the surface? I am just worried about the contamination issue.

Will really appreciate your responses.

Thank You

What's the problem on 3T3 L1 cell?What's the problem on 3T3 L1 cell?

Question 2 answers Asked 27th Dec, 2019

Geunseop Kim

After 100% conLuent, 3T3 L1 cell was differentiated with MDI with or without my test sample.

and two days later, my cell have a problem.

Why are my cells in this condition?

Related Publications

Effect of sulphasalazine and its metabolites on the generation of reactive oxygenEffect of sulphasalazine and its metabolites on the generation of reactive oxygen
speciesspecies

Article Aug 1987

A Williams

New Hybrid Pyrazole and Imidazopyrazole AntinLammatory Agents Able to Reduce ROSNew Hybrid Pyrazole and Imidazopyrazole AntinLammatory Agents Able to Reduce ROS
Production in Different Biological TargetsProduction in Different Biological Targets

Article Full-text available Feb 2020

Chiara Brullo · Matteo Massa · Federica Rapetti · [...] · Olga Bruno

Several anti-inLammatory agents based on pyrazole and imidazopyrazole scaffolds and a large library of
substituted catechol PDE4D inhibitors were reported by us in the recent past. To obtain new molecules potentially
able to act on different targets involved in inLammation onset we designed and synthesized a series of hybrid
compounds by linking...

Tumour necrosis factor enhances the asbestos-induced production of reactive oxygenTumour necrosis factor enhances the asbestos-induced production of reactive oxygen
metabolites by human polymorphonuclear leukocytes (PMN)metabolites by human polymorphonuclear leukocytes (PMN)

Article Nov 1992

M Klockars · H Savolainen

We studied the effect of recombinant tumour necrosis factor-alpha (TNF-alpha) on the production of reactive
oxygen metabolites (ROM) by human PMN exposed in vitro to chrysotile and crocidolite asbestos bbres, quartz
dusts and opsonized zymosan. TNF caused a signibcant increase in ROM release by PMN, and signibcantly and
dose-dependently amplibe...
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14th May, 2020Hermann A M Mucke
H.M. Pharma Consultancy

At least one company, AptaBio Co. Ltd from Korea, is already working on Covid-19 from this angle with its NOX
inhibitor APX-115 which it also has in prepration for Phase II trials in diabetic nephropathy:
https://us.acrofan.com/detail.php?number=266790

Cite

20th Mar, 2020Pritam Sadhukhan
Johns Hopkins University

The article suggests that Oxygen treatment can reduce the production of ROS in neutrophils by modulating the
MAPK and associated downstream signaling.

10.1371/journal.pone.0161343

Cite 1 Recommendation

20th Mar, 2020Suhad Mohammed
University Of Kufa

Because of oxygen released may be using for treatment

Cite

24th Mar, 2020Manash K Paul
University of California, Los Angeles

Hyperbaric Oxygen Reduces Production of Reactive Oxygen Species in Neutrophils from Polytraumatized Patients.
and

Reactive Oxygen Species Production in Peripheral Blood Neutrophils of Obstructive Sleep Apnea Patients. these
two papers suggest that ROS production is activated in low oxygen conditions and not at high oxygen
concentrations.

The role of neutrophils is important as they are capable of recognizing viruses. A a better understanding of the role
of neutrophils, that was previously underappreciated with respect to viral infections needs to be done.

Cite

26th Apr, 2020John M Lawler
Texas A&M University

The key to COVID pathology IMO even without hyperbaric treatment is the high levels of NADPH oxidases. ACE1
inhibitors (lisinopril) and angiotensin receptor blockers (telmisartan) can reduce Nox levels.

Cite

5th May, 2020Luay A. Al-Helaly
University of Mosul

With hyperbaric oxygen therapy, With hyperbaric oxygen therapy, I think there will be an increase in oxidant compounds through theI think there will be an increase in oxidant compounds through the
effectiveness of neutrophil cells that increase many oxidant compounds through NADPH Oxidaseeffectiveness of neutrophil cells that increase many oxidant compounds through NADPH Oxidase
as well as by Meyloperoxidase which can work greatly in cases of infections that occur in theas well as by Meyloperoxidase which can work greatly in cases of infections that occur in the
patient's respiratory system.patient's respiratory system.

Cite

6th May, 2020Firas A. Al-Lolage
University of Mosul

This isn't a new article but it should be helpful in this context

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3545676/
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